
African Studies from Chicago 
White Slaves, 
African Masters 
An Anthology of American Barbary 
Captivity Narratives 
Edited and with an Introduction 
by Paul Baepler 
"With an illuminating introduction, this resurrection 
of nine captivity narratives makes accessible one of 
the main ways that Americans first learned, if in 
lurid form, about North Africa. Except for the 
account of the African American Robert Adams, 
these handsomely edited narratives tell the stories of 
enslaved white Americans—the famous Barbary 
coast captives whose plight became fodder for both 
pro- and anti-slavery writers."—Gary B. Nash, author 
of Red, White, and Black: The Peoples of Early 
North America 
Paper $19.00 

Sow In Paperback 

Inventing Masks 
Agency and History in the Art 
of the Central Pende 
Z. S. Strother 
"Inventing Masks stands forever as a 
model for fieldwork and theory in African 
art history. Z. S Strother Ls a superb 
translator, teaching us on every page with 
thoroughness, cultural fluency, and 
interpretive brilliance. I am complete!) 
taken and compelled by Inventing 
Masks'—Robert Farris Thompson, author 
of Flush of the Spirit:African and A/n>-
•\ merit an Art and Philosophy 
Paper $30.00 

The University of Chicago Press 
5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chir.fig'i IH.rois 60637 www press ucnicago edu 

W H I T E 
SLAVES 

A F R I C A N 

MASTERS 
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RUTGERS THE SILENT WAR 
Imperialism and the Changing 
Perception of Race 
FRANK FUREDI 

"Through a meticulous examination of hitherto undisclosed material, the author provides 
a detailed story of the changing perception of race of the Western elites."—The Journal of 
Black Studies 
Paper, $20.00, 0-8135-2612-4; Cloth, $50.00, 0-8135-2611-6 

AFRICAN FRACTALS 
Modern Computing and Indigenous 
Design 
RON 5. EGLASH 

"African Fractals explores how fractals permeate all levels of Afri
can society, including architecture, religions, and politics." 
— The Chronicle of Higher Education 
Paper, $25.0, 0-8135-26H-0; Cloth, $60.00, 0-8135-2613-2 

THE GLOBAL ECONOMY AND 
DEMOCRACY IN SOUTH AFRICA 
THOMAS A. KOELBLE 
"Koelble looks in detail at the formal institutions of government 
as well as the process of democratization. . . . Recommended for 
all university libraries."—Choice 
Paper, $23.00, 0-8135-2568-3; Cloth, $50.00, 0-8135-2567-5 

PRIVATIZING HEALTH 
SERVICES IN AFRICA 
HEREDETH TUR5HEN 

Privatizing Health Services in Africa analyzes 
the disappearance of public health in the form 
of state services in Africa. 
Paper, $23.00, 0-8135-2581-0 
Cloth, $50.00, 0-8135-2580-2 

Available in bookstores 
or call 800-446-9323 

ANATOHY OF A 
HIRACLE 
The End of Apartheid and 
the Birth of the New 
South Africa 
PATTIWALDHEIR 

"A vividly reported, brilliantly analyzed 
account of apartheid's demise."—Kirkus 
Paper, $21.00, 0-8135-2582-9 
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TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION 
COMMISSION OF 

SOUTH AFRICA REPORT 
Foreword by Archbishop Desmond Tutu 

"Essential for 
major academic 
and public 
research libraries." 

—Library Journal, 
Starred Review 

CONTENTS 
Volume 1: Chairman's 
Foreword, written by 
Nobel laureate Desmond 
Tutu • Oudines the 
mandate and procedures 
followed by the Commission 

Volume 2: National overview of South African 
government and opposition parties • Special investigations on chemical and biological warfare 
and The Mandela Football Club 

Volume 3: Chronology of South African history since 1899 • Stories of victims in a series of 
regional profiles 

Volume 4: Summary of hearings on the country's institutions (business and labor, the faith 
community, the legal profession, the health sector, the media, and prisons) • Special reports on 
women and children 

Volume 5: An analysis of gross violations of human rights • Report on the victims of 
violations and the consequences for the perpetrators • Amnesty and reparation • Reconciliation 
• Index of statutes and cases • Index of principle references 

A synopsis chart oudining the contents of the volumes, a detailed map of South Africa, and index 
have been added to the report, enhancing its value for educators and scholars. 

March 1999 • 3,500 pages • 5 volumes jacketed hardcover w/networkable CD-ROM • 
b/w photos • ISBN 1-56159-245-5 • List Price $250 

iflfl Grove's Dictionaries Inc. 
^ i ^ 345 Park Avenue South • New York, NY 10010 • www.grovereference.com 

GROVE To order: 800-972-9892 • Fax: 802-864-7626 • gdi.orders@aidcvt.com 
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"The Criminalization of the 
5tate in Africa 

)ean-Francois Bayart, Stephen Ellis 
and Beatrice Hibou 

The growth of fraud and smuggling, the plunder of 
natural resources, the increasing use of private 

armies—all of these features of public life in Africa 
suggest that the state itself is becoming a vehicle of 

organized criminal activity. The three authors 
propose criteria for gauging the criminalization of 

African states and present a novel prognosis. 
African Issues 

192 pages cloth $39.95 paper $18.95 

Africa "Works 
The Political Instrumentalisation of Disorder 

Patrick Chabal and Jean-Pascal Daloz 

How do political systems in Africa work? And is 
"modernization" in Africa different? The authors 

conclude that relations of power between rulers and 
the ruled continue to inform the role of the state 

and the expectations of the newly emphasized civil 
society, a process they call "re-traditionalizing." 

African Issues 
192 pages cloth $39.95 paper $16.95 

Art, Innovation, and Politics in 
"Ityhteenth-Centuru "denin 
_^ Paula GirshicK Ben-Amos 

The wealth of historiographic re
sources, the command of relevant 

literature, the ethnographic re
search and prudent use of oral 
traditions give this work a high 
degree of... intellectual excite
ment. . . . a landmark in the 
field."—WARREN D'AZEVEDO 

208 pages 50 b&w illustrations 
cloth $35.00 

"Voices from the "Hocb 
Nature, Culture and History in the Matopos 
Hills of Zimbabwe 
Terence Ranger 

Occupied by humanity for some 
40,000 years, the Matopos Hills 
in Zimbabwe have become the 
scene of symbolic, ideological 
and armed conflict over the last 
hundred years. Voices from the 
Rocks is about landscape, re
ligion, conservation, political 
symbolism, and war in the Matopos 
Hills. 

320 pages cloth $49.95 paper $19.95 

"Ipic "Traditions of Africa 
Stephen Belcher 

Stephen Belcher explores the rich past and poetic 
force of African epics and places them in historical 
and social, as well as artistic, contexts. Colorful 
narratives from Central and West Africa are 
illuminated along with more widely available 
texts—the Mande Sunjata and the Bamana Segou. 

288 pages cloth $39.95 paper$19.95 

"Women in 5ub-5akaran Africa 
Restoring Women to History 
Iris Berger and E. Frances White 

Women in Sub-Saharan Africa focuses on east and 
southern Africa, tracing women's history from 
earliest times to the present. It looks at women's 
participation in trade—including the slave trade— 
as well as agriculture, women's political roles in 
chieftainship, other leadership positions, nation
alist movements, and the current constraints under 
which women function. 

Restoring Women to History 
168 pages cloth $35.00 paper$12.95 

.it bookstores 

INDIANA 
UNIVERSITY PRI-.SS 
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THE ANNIVERSARY ISSUE 

Celebrating the seventy-fifth issue of Transition and honoring its 

African tradition by featuring reprints from the period 1961—1976 

Chinua Achebe 

Kofi Awoonor 

James Baldwin 

Roger A. Beaumont 

Francois Bondy 

M. M. Carlin 

Eldridge Cleaver 

Leslie Farber 

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. 

John Goldblatt 

Bessie Head 

Russell Warren Howe 

Langston Hughes 

Bernard J. James 

Ted Joans 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 

Bjorn Kumm 

Barbara Lapcek-Neogy 

Colin Legum 

Ali A. Mazrui 

V. S. Naipaul 

Rajat Neogy 

Lewis Nkosi 

Julius Nyerere 

Okot p'Bitek 

Adrian Rowe-Evans 

John de St.Jorre 

Wole Soyinka 

Bahadur Tejani 

Paul Theroux 

Michael Colin Vazquez 

Obiajunwa Wali 

J.E.Wiredu 

THE ANNIVERSARY ISSUE 

Is available in bookstores 

and from 

Duke University Press: 

call toll-free, 

within the U.S. and Canada, 

888.DUPJRNL 

(888.387.5765). 

Fax: 919.688.3524 

www.duke.edu/web/dupress 
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Editor of Issue 
The African Studies Association 

The African Studies Association is looking for someone to serve a 3-year 
term as Editor-in-Chief of Issue. The Editor has full responsibility for 
publishng two issues a year, selecting issue themes, recruiting authors 
when necessary, and editing articles. Issue's focus is on current topics 
and controversies regarding Africa and African Studies. Articles are 
generally concise 3-4,000 word analyses of current situations in a 
particular topic and come from a wide array of disciplines. Position 
requires someone with wide, interdisciplinary knowledge of Africa, 
interest in current issues concerning Africa, and good writing/editing 
skills. 

The African Studies Association especially encourages 
individuals to apply for the editorship who are interested in 
bringing new and innovative ideas to the position. 

Statements of interest and a vita should be sent to Dr. Sandra E. Greene, 
c/o The African Studies Association, Rutgers-The State University, 
Douglass Campus, 132 George Street, New Brunswick, NJ 08901-1400 

yHUSUIimiyjUl Department of History, University of Minnesota, 
Twin Cities: full-time, 9-month, tenure-track Assistant Professor, to 
begin August 2000. Geographic and topical specializations within 
African history are open. Ph.D. in African history or related field, a 
strong research agenda and a firm commitment to undergraduate 
and graduate teaching are required. Preference given to candidates 
who can contribute to the department's ongoings comparative and 
interdisciplinary interests. Salary dependent on qualifications and 
experience. Send letter of application and C.V. to: Chair, African 
History Search Committee, Department of History, 614 Social 
Sciences Building, University of Minnesota, 267-19th Avenue South, 
Minneapolis, MN 55455. Application should describe training, cur
rent and future scholarly/research interests, teaching experience and 
record of publications, if any, and undergraduate and graduate 
courses prepared to ieach. Applications must be postmarked by 15 
December 1999. Additional materials may be requested later i f or 
complete job description, please refer to our website 
(http://www.hist.umn.edu). 

The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer. 
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CALL FOR PAPERS 

National Association 
of 

African American Studies 
national Conference 

February 21-26, 2000 
Houston, Texas 

Abstracts, not to exceed two pages, should be submitted which 
relate to any aspect of the African and African American , 
experience. Subjects may include but are not limited to k 

literature, demographics, history, politics, economics, education, fr 
health care, fine arts, religion, social sciences, business and 
many other subjects. Please indicate the time required for 

presentation of your paper (25 minutes/45 minutes). 

ABSTRACTS MUST BE POSTMARKED BY: 
NOVEMBER 23,1999 

SEND ABSTRACTS T a 
Dr. Lemuel Berry, Jr. 

Executive Director, NAAAS 
Morehead State University 

212 Rader Hall 
Morehead, KY 40351 
Phone 606-783-2650 
Fax: 606-783-5046 

i 
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